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How far is the "industrial 
revolution in the sky"? 
Issues and prospects

Japan Drone Consortium
Chairman Kenzo Nonami
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Forecast of domestic market scale of the entire drone 

business in Japan （Seed Planning Inc.)

20 Billion JP Yen＝200 million US$
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Forecast of domestic market scale of the entire drone 

business in Japan （Impress Inc.)
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Benefits of laser surveying by drone
Provided by Amuse One Self

１．Laser surveying is suitable for measuring the surface

of the ground covered by vegetation

２． Photogrammetry requires time for post processing. 

Laser survey can be done in a short time

https://youtu.be/Ro595HF3jJ4
https://youtu.be/pzkTge6B0jk
https://youtu.be/W_2NciUv6F8
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Evolution of laser drones: green lasers are in the 

stage of practical use
Provided by Amuse One Self
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Extension of sewerage management yearly 

maintenance
Provided by NJS

◆ The total length of sewage pipes in Japan is 470,000 

km

◆ An annual serviceable distance 8,000 km

◆ Every year at 3,000 places sewage pipe rupture etc.



Trends in number of bridges and tunnel facilities
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Specification of drone for hammering sound 

inspection 

Provided by NEC and others
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Hammering ability of drone for hammering sound 

and exchange to camera

Provided by NEC and others
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Field demonstration 

Provided by NEC and others

file:///C:/ACSL/NEC打音検査ドローン/各務原大橋実証実験-打音聞き比べ_BGM環境音メリハリ版.mp4
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Infrastructure inspection with variable pitch drone

Provided by Denso
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Infrastructure inspection with variable pitch drone

Provided by Denso
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Challenge various infrastructure and equipment 

inspection

Provided by Hitachi Systems
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可変ピッチ型ドローンによるインフラ点検
提供： デンソー社

Remotely controlled inspection through the Internet

Provided by Hitachi Systems
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Overall length of the aircraft 1,173mm
Aircraft height 483mm
Overall Weight 7.7kg
Aircraft body 5kg
Flight speed 20m/s
Wind speed 10m/s
Waterproof IPX3

4- eye camera (Four cameras)

Number of pixels 20 million
Continuous shutter speed 

8fps(2fps/one camera）

Specification of disaster response drone
Provided by Autonomous Control Systems Laboratory (ACSL)
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Length 1,173mm
Hight 483mm
Weight 7.7kg
Dry weight 5kg
Flying speed 20m/s
Gust wind 10m/s
Water protection

IPX3

Four eye camera
Resolution

20 megapixcel
Shutter speed

8fps(2fps/camer）
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Survey area, setting round-trip flight route · flight 

altitude
Provided by: Autonomous Control Systems Laboratory (ACSL)
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Image acquired by the flight recorder camera
Provided by: Autonomous Control Systems Laboratory (ACSL)

file:///C:/ACSL/SCI講演会/九州北部豪雨_東峰村.mov
file:///C:/ACSL/SCI講演会/九州北部豪雨映像＆Xmonitor_東峰村.mov
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About 10,000 still images photographed by a 4-eye 

camera
Provided by: Autonomous Control Systems Laboratory (ACSL)
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3㎞

300m

・At a speed of 60 km / h, from the altitude of about 100 m 

aerial photo with a 4-eye camera

・Create ortho images from about 10,000 pictures in round-trip

・Flying in a round-trip for about 10 minutes, a still image of 8

images / sec

・Approximately 10,000 images are taken and one ortho image

is created

Create one ortho image
Provided by: Autonomous Control Systems Laboratory (ACSL)

file:///C:/ACSL/SCI講演会/ACSL - 福岡災害離陸地点オルソ.tif


Drone survey in Houston city, a major flood caused by hurricane

https://youtu.be/pyasmK0fCaY
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Lifesaving is dramatically improved with AED 

transport by drone: Delft Univ.

Effect from operation change from 

ambulance to emergency drone
◆ Arrival within minutes after attack by mobile

phone

◆ Identify the destination from the location of

the mobile phone

◆ Cover an area with a radius of 3-4 km

◆ Express at 100 km / h

◆ Improve survival rate from 8% to 80%

◆The operation cost of this system is about 

3 million yen

https://youtu.be/y-rEI4bezWc
https://youtu.be/nd7NSKZVKew
https://youtu.be/sU6F_-HoFDM
https://youtu.be/ccJD8P9Zdbc
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Closely Working with the Japanese Government

Public: Cabinet Office / Imabari City 

National Strategic Special Zone

delivery tests to inhabitants of 

remote islands

Ehime Pref. Imabari City

26.Nov.2016

Imabari City, Energia

Communications, Rakuten

Public: Cabinet Office / Chiba City National Strategic 

Special Zone

1st Chiba City Drone Delivery Subcommittee meeting

Chiba Pref., Chiba City 11.Apr.2016

Private: Rakuten

world’s first operational drone delivery 

system for e-commerce

Chiba Pref. Onjuku Town

May. 2016 (duration: one month)

demo①delivery from AEON mall Makuhari New Town

Miramare

building

打瀬3丁目公園Toyosuna Park

AEON Mall 

Makuhari New Town

Public: METI / NEDO / Fukushima Pref.

world record for longest autonomous

multicopter delivery: 12.5km

Fukushima Pref., Minami Souma City

2017.01.12

ACSL, Weather News, NEC, Rakuten

Public: Cabinet Office / Chiba City National Strategic 

Special Zone

2nd Chiba City Drone Delivery Subcommittee meeting

testing drone delivery system using LTE in an urban area

Chiba Pref., Chiba City

2016.11.22

remote control from 

Rakuten headquarters

Public-Private: Goto City

remote island

livelihood support

Nagasaki Pref., Goto City

Tests in Mar. 2017

・remote island livelihood support

demo②delivery to height rise 

apartment building
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UTM (UAV Traffic Management system)

Provided by NEDO/NEC

https://youtu.be/6buwoCQBBpY


26ACSLFlight levels of small UAVs(Drones) and Roadmap in Japan
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Difference between AP and FC and guidance, navigation and 

flight control
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Autonomy (safety) class of drone and future roadmap 

Class A ~ E
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Correlation diagram flight level of drone and 

autonomy (safety) 
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Fault tolerant control system

(Class B)

file:///C:/ACSL/ACSL技術.mp4
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Block diagram of self-tuning

(Class B)

file:///C:/ACSL/selfTuning-water.mov
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Ideal state of autonomous control in near future

(Bio-inspired flight)



Improvement of drones' 
performance and toughness

1. Resistance to natural environment (temperature, wind  

speed, rain, snow, thunder etc.) 

5.  Communication troubles (jamming, hacking)

2.  GPS lost environment (non-GPS environment) 

3. Resistance to machine trouble (reliability, durability,  safety) 

4. Resistance base station trouble (under real time flight 

state control) 

6.  Collision avoidance (SAA) in flight route / airspace

7. Flight performance 1 (long distance, long time, high speed 

flight)

8.  Flight performance 2 (departure and arrival performance)

9.  Flight performance 3 (Increase in transport weight, payload)

BBC

https://youtu.be/RKIKP4gLl2c

